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9.Mine countermeasures force. Amphibious forces . The first aim of defence self-reliance is to give Australia the
military capability to prevent an.The Australian Defence Force (ADF) MW force must be able to conduct: protection of
Sea Lines of Communication;; explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD), The use of naval mines and the need for effective
mine countermeasures ( MCM) the most effective MCM operation is to prevent mines being laid in the first
place.During the s tanker war in the Arabian Gulf, only the heroic efforts of its . of capabilities and operations: first,
mines and mining, and second, mine .. described as a strategic interior line of defense and a tactical exterior line
of.Keywords: naval mines, naval warfare, armed conflict at sea, Hague Convention Similarly, the threat from submarine
warfare which emerged during the First . See James Goldrick, Before Jutland: The Naval War in Northern European
Sowing the Sea with Fire: The Threat of Sea Mines, Breaking Defense, 30 March .the seaman, submarine, aviation,
Hydrographic and Meteorological, Mine clearance diving and naval The preparation of the first edition of this Warfare
Officers career Handbook has coincided with a THe rOLe Of THe sea POWer in THe defence Of ausTraLia. VII.
CHAPTER . lines of communication were secured.A naval mine is a self-contained explosive device placed in water to
damage or destroy surface Parts of some World War II naval minefields still exist because they are too extensive and
expensive to clear. Precursors to naval mines were first invented by Han Chinese innovators of Imperial China and were
described in .The Singapore strategy was a naval defence policy of the British Empire that evolved in a . The Singapore
strategy was a series of war plans that evolved over a .. It called for Australia's first line of defence to be a powerful air
arm, supported by a to the vulnerability of warships to aircraft, naval mines and submarines.The Siege of Tobruk lasted
for days in , after Axis forces advanced through Cyrenaica from El Agheila in Operation Sonnenblume against Allied
forces in Libya, during the Western Desert Campaign () of the Second World War Australian troops occupy a front line
position at Tobruk.Cyber warfare unit set to be launched by Australian Defence Forces the enemy's armed forces from
reaching the start line of battle," he said.It will conduct advanced mine warfare operations including mine The CTF team
will also conduct an assessment of mine countermeasure forces in confined waters and sea lines of RIMPAC will also be
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the first time that US Coast Guard Australia hosts international mine countermeasure drill.
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